
SECOND MEETING.

Collegiate Institution, 15th December, 1853. 

PETER R. McQuiE, ESQ., in the Chair.

PROCEEDINGS.

The Minutes of the last Meeting were read and confirmed.

The Certificates of two Candidates for Membership were read for the 

first time.

The following gentlemen were duly elected: 

Thomas Worthington Barlow, F.L.S., St. James's Chambers, Man 
chester.

Arthur Bossi, 9, Rumford Place, Liverpool.
James Boardman, Sailors' Home and Aigburth.
Charles Bradbury, Salford Crescent, Manchester.
David Buxton, 52, Oxford Street, Liverpool.
Augustus W. Franks,M.A., F.S.A., British Museum, London.
The Rev. Thomas Gardner, Stanley, Liverpool.
The Rev. Charles J. Hamilton, Hemingford Terrace, Birkenhead.
Wm. Henry Lace, 1, Union Court, Castle Street, and Beacons- 

field, Woolton.

The following DONATIONS to the Society were laid upon the Table : 

From the Society.   Sussex Archoeological Collections, vol. vf. 
for 1853.

From the Author. Collectanea Antiqua, vol. iii., part 2, by 
Charles Roach Smith, F.S.A.

From the Editor. The " Fleetwood Papers," forming part of 
the Camden Society's series, and " Services 
and Charges of William Lord Grey, of 
Wilton," in the same series, edited by Sir 
Philip de Malpas Grey Egerton, Bart.
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From J. A.Picton, F.S.A., Report of the Library and Museum Commit- 
Chairman of the Com- tee of the Town Council, October, 1853. 
mittee.

From the Rev. Peter Steel A collection of copper penny and halfpenny 
Dale, Tranmere. tokens of the last century, eighty-two in 

number.

From Mr. Stonehouse. An elegant paper knife, made from a portion
of the wood of Prince Rupert's cottage, 
having on the handle a picture of the 
cottage and a suitable inscription. Also a 
copper token, having the head of Charles 
Roe, and bearing date 1758.

In presenting also a brass rubbing from Wal- 
ton Church, Mr. Stonehouse read a copy 
of the will of Thomas Berri, a benefactor 
to Walton, Bootle, &c. The rubbing con 
tains the date 1586. At the dexter side is a 
full length portrait of Mr. Berri; and the 
matter of the inscription consists of twelve 
lines of a rude descriptive acrostic.

Mr. John Clements exhibited a very curious pair of ancient shoe 
buckles. Each had attached to it a long steel point, which projected 
beyond the toe of a horseman's boot, so as to act as a forward prick spur. 
This point was capable of retraction with a spring, so as to lie along the 
buckle and instep of the foot.

Mr. John Fisher, of Scotland Road, forwarded for exhibition an interest 
ing series of coins, of the Greek and Roman periods, together with a token 
of the 16th century.

An elegant Wedgewood medallion of the young chevalier, was exhibited 
by Mr. Mayer. It had been modelled from a drawing, representing Prince 
Charles Edward, in the costume which he wore at Manchester, in 1745.

Mr. Mayer also laid upon the table a fac-simile of Lady Hamilton's last 
letter to Nelson, dated Canterbury, October 8th, 1805. It contained at 
top, three elegant representations of the seals used by Nelson, each of 
which is a portrait of that lady: 

" Dearest husband of my heart, you are all in this world to your Emma. May 
God send you victory, and home soon to your Emma, ffortitio. and paradise mean 
time, for where you are. there it will be paradise. My own Nelson, may God prosper 
you and preserve you, for the sake of your affectionate

EMMA."

Mr. Mayer exhibited two drawings of the head of a stone cross, recently 
discovered by Mr. Barnett, during some excavations at Hilbie Island. 
The portion already discovered was found about three months ago. The 
material is the new red sandstone of the district, and the form is that of
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 the usual four-armed type, with zig-zag ornaments, combined with the 
fret-work usually found on Runic and Saxon crosses.

Mr. McQuie shewed to the members a copy of the " Scot's Magazine," 
vol. i., 1739, which in age and standing somewhat resembles the Gentle 
man's Magazine in this country.

Mr, Whitehead exhibited two small volumes, one of which, a modern 
German book, was interesting, from the fact that it contained an autograph 
of Baron Humboldt, written in presenting it to a friend in peculiar cir 
cumstances. The other was a treatise on the curious subject of Emblems, 
and was dated 1634.

Mr. Stonehouse exhibited a curious nodule of stone, with part of the 
matrix or concavity in which it had been found. It was taken from one of 
pur street flags, and is common in the kind known as Scotch flags.

Mr. Mayer, who had recently returned from a visit to St. Albans, 
unfolded and exhibited a rubbing of the celebrated brass in St. Albans' 
'Abbey. It is one of the very largest in England, being nine feet three 
inches long and six feet three inches broad. It was executed in memory 
of Thomas de Mare, Abbot, about 1360, and is supposed to be of Flemish 
workmanship. The whole space is covered with elaborate engravings ; and 
the abbot stands under a canopy richly decorated, bearing the pastoral 
staff with an agnus dei. The canopy contains a series of niches, in 
which are representations of the deity, of St. Peter and St. Paul, and others 
of the apostles. The marginal inscription, in Lombardic letters, is 
unfinished, indicating that the brass was executed to order before his 
death, and never finished afterwards. "Hie jacet dominus Thomas, quon 
dam Abbas hujus Monasterii,   ."

In illustration of Dr. Bell's paper to be read, Dr. Hume laid upon the 
table a large number of reprints from old chronicles ; the " Monumenta 
Historica Britannica; " Mr. Mayer's edition of Sprott's Chronicle, printed 
by the anastatic process, &c.

In illustration of Dr. Keudrick's paper, Dr. Kendrick himself exhibite d 
a portion of the ancient banner said to have been borne by the Loyal 
Warrington Volunteers, in 1798. A volume was also sent for exhibition, 
by Benjamin Pierpoint, Esq., of Warrington, representing in eighty-seven 
coloured plates, the infantry and cavalry volunteers of London and the 
neighbourhood, with suitable letter-press, by T. Eowlandson. A chart on 
the same subject, was forwarded by Mr. Robert Shute, whose father had 
raised and supported a company at Crediton, in Devon. It showed the 
strength of the entire island of Great Britain, arranged in shires, with 
the dresses and the names of the commanding officers respectively.

A letter was read from Mr. Boardman, of Aigburth, containing the 
following extract from the journal of Mr. Matthew Nicholson, under date 
1793, respecting the Polish patriot Prince Adam Czartoriski, who after 
more than half-a-century, has recently verified the predictions of his ability 
arid public spirit: 
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" I had the honour to breakfast here [Glasgow,] on a former tour, 
1791, with Prince Czartoriski, a young Polish nobleman, and the 
Princess his mother, with the Chevaliers D'Oraison, Huyler, &c., in 
their suite. I had met the Prince a little while before, on visits at 
Liverpool, [at Mr. Roscoe's Dr. Currie's, and Mr. Rathbone's,] and 
here he welcomed me with the greatest affability as an old acquaint 
ance. M. D'Oraison accompanied me to the play-house, where we 
found the Prince not in the slips or balconies, but in the centre of 
the pit, in the company of a venerable professor of the college. He 
was only about twenty years of age, but was very manly, and had 
imbibed the most enlarged ideas of freedom. Often have I lamented 
for him, under the hard fate of his country. If it can retain any 
privileges, it must owe them to such characters: and should it regain 
its independence, he may yet be its Washington."

Major-General the Hon. Sir Edward Oust, vice-president, forwarded four 
curious documents for exhibition. The first was a bond executed by 
William Pelham, of Terington, in the county of Northampton, dated 23rd 
June, 1584. The next was an agreement respecting the fishing of 
Whittlesea Mere and other lakes in the neighbourhood, made between Sir 
Walter Myldmay, Knight, and Thomas Skynner, " servaunt and fisherman 
unto the same," dated 8th October, 1587. The third and fourth were 
servants' letters; one of which, dated May 17th, 1794, contained a most 
extraordinary budget of private scandal, the cook complaining of the butler; 
the other, of March 16th, 1802, being a most singular specimen of 
grandiloquent writing. A letter having been intercepted, the writer of the 
latter says: 

"The reason I did not write to you before was, I received not that 
letter which you sent by way of home, therefore you must needs 
know where the obstruction of our correspondence lay. However 
anxious their oppilative minds may be, will not require much 
indigitation; but they, thinking you knew not my address, it would 
be the only means to deprive our contumelious intercourse, which 
they hoped to intervert. But I should not wish them to carry their 
computable design into such a conglomeration, for fear it should 
burst, and they fall under the necessity of a surrender. I speak 
from simple reason, not from any voluntary blindness; but I hate 
such refutation, and can retaliate upon their licentious morality. 
Were they to write to me, if 'twas only a little logically, it might 
be somewhat pleasant, rather than treat me with silent contempt. 
But, above all, to put an embargo on those who are willing to 
intercourse with me, without any false impressions or prejudicial 
correspondence ; but I do not wish to dwell upon that subject, for 
fear something might turn out abusive to my feelings."



PAPERS.

I. SOME ACCOUNT OF THE LOYAL WAEEINGTON VOLUNTEERS OF 1798. 

By James Kendrick, M.D.

" Pro Eege et 1'atria." 
For J^tng and Country.

The subject of the following paper would perhaps have been more in 
unison with our feelings, in the past than in the present December, for then 
the mind of every Briton mistrusted, and even prejudged, the actions of 
him who for the present rules the destinies of France ; little dreaming that 
at the present moment, the allied fleets of England and France would be 
riding side by side in the Euxine Sea, in mutual resistance of a common 
foe, the wilful disturber of the peace of Europe.

But in the spring of the year 1798, it was no fancied, nor even distant
danger of invasion, which roused the martial spirit of the loyal men of
England to embody themselves, as their name implied, in Volunteer

" Regiments, for the defence of this country against foreign aggression, and
for the suppression of internal disloyalty, no worse a foe.

At this time, (the spring of 1798,) the sanguinary insurrection in Ireland 
was on the point of breaking forth, and as if to court the attack of a hostile 
invader, even England herself was distracted with the plots of seditious 
and designing men. The rampant malice of the French Directory had 
mustered on the sands of Boulogne an army of 75,000 men, to which they 
had insolently assigned the title of " the Army of England," placing at its 
head the all-victorious conqueror of Italy, General Buonaparte.

On this side the Channel, men of all parties, and of every rank, united 
in a common bond for the protection of the Sovereign and the Laws. In 
London alone, upwards of 12,000 gentlemen and tradesmen joined in 
Volunteer Corps to resist the foreign invader, and to subvert internal 
disaffection. These have had their historian and illustrator in Mr. 
Ackermann, of the Strand; * but, so far as I know, no provincial corps has

* Loyal Volunteers of London and Environs, by B. Ackermanu, 87 col. pi., London, 1799.
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been thought worthy of either; and although I am not so credulously bold 
as to affirm, as did the Loyal Warrington, Volunteers, that the withdrawal 
of the French army of invasion from Boulogne, and its mission to the 
conquest of Egypt, was the immediate and direct consequence of the 
determined appearance which they, (the Warrington Volunteers,) displayed 
at their first muster, yet we must remember that they formed a portion 
of that loyal band, at whose rising, Buonaparte himself acknowledged that 
it would be madness to invade England ; for were he to win one battle on 
its coast, a second in the interior, with a population armed and loyal as 
were the English, would at once annihilate his army, were it twenty times 
ten thousand.

The Loyal Warrington Volunteers, were the second corps embodied in 
this county the first being that of Lancaster, which had been raised in 
the previous year; they also enjoyed the honourable distinction of costing 
nothing to the government of the country, each volunteer providing himself 
with arms, accoutrements, clothing, and provisions; and thirdly, laying 
aside all the distinctions of private life, the shop-keepers, professional 
men, and clergy took their places indiscriminately in the ranks, 
actuated by one common ardour, equally submissive to one authority, each 
vieing with the other only in his endeavours to become the better 
soldier. To the honour of the privates of this loyal corps it may be recorded, 
that one had then, and still more thereafter, signalized himself as a poet of 
a high order, and before his death had accumulated a classic library, which 
as the work of a private individual, is unsurpassed in the north of England; 
the son of a second, besides distinguishing himself in the path of literature, 
has twice filled the office of chief magistrate in his native town, and even 
now proffers the munificent sum of £5000 towards its religious improvement; 
a third, my own father, after a life of active benevolence and usefulness, 
died ripe in years and rich in honour; whilst a fourth, whose name for 
miles round his residence, is synonymous with English loyalty and 
hospitality, still survives, and with unabated zeal for England and her 
sovereign, protests that, although disabled in his left hand, he would still 
fight a hostile Frenchman, could he only catch him in a saw-pit.

So far as I can discover, the corps of Warrington Volunteers owed its 
origin to no individual patriot, and it is probable, that where all were alike 
loyal, it arose from the simultaneous wish of the townsmen. The



population of Warrington in 1798, barely numbered 11,000, and it is a 
creditable fact, that at the first muster of the corps, its numbers amounted 
to nearly 160. Eventually the regiment consisted of 180. Its affairs were 
managed by a committee of the officers, and the command vested in 
Edward Dakin, Esquire, of Warrington, with the rank and title of captain- 
commandant. I have fortunately been able to recover the muster-roll of 
this honourable corps, but it will here suffice to say, that the captains were 
Thomas Pemberton, James Nicholson, and James Leigh, Esquires; the 
lieutenants, Thomas Skitt, Edward Greenall, and Peter Button; with 
Thomas Claughton and Joseph Lee, ensigns.

As the volunteer without his uniform would have been no better than 
his more timid neighbour, I may be allowed to describe in full this very 
essential pait of his composition. The coat of the Loyal Warrington 
Volunteer, was the " old Windsor uniform," blue, trimmed with white, the 
collar and facings, scarlet; the buttons, round and gilt, with a crown and 
L.W.V. in cypher. This predominance of blue colour in the costume, gave 
rise to the soubriquet of the regiment, which was thence termed the 
" Bluebaek."* The waistcoat and pantaloons were white, the latter fitting 
tightly to the figure, with half-gaiters of black cloth. The head-covering 
was the common round hat of the time, surmounted and disfigured by an 

. enormous brown bear-skin cover; on the left side a black cockade, and 
springing therefrom, a white military feather, tipped with red. The cross- 
belts were of white leather, with an oval breastplate, bearing the letters 
L.W.V. in Roman capitals. On the cartouche-box, a bugle.

For some weeks before any public parade was ventured upon, a two 
hours private drill was held at six o'clock in the morning, on three days in 
the week, in the Old Assembly Room in Golden Square, once the gay scene 
of the aristocratic and far-famed Warrington assemblies. At one of these 
early drills, a circumstance occurred which afforded a practical illustration 
of the ready loyalty which inspirited the Warrington Volunteers. 
Government had received private but certain information that the Irish 
insurrection was fully ripe, and the day of general rising fixed upon. Its 
emissaries were busy even in England, and France was ready to aid it 
by a descent upon the coast. In this strait, a letter was received from the

  The Bluebaek is a local name for the common Fieldfare. The volunteers of '98 
retaliated upon their successors, the volunteers of 1808, by designating them the " Robin 
Eedbreasts," in allusion to their scarlet uniform.
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Lord Lieutenant of the county, wishing to know whether the Volunteers 
were willing to extend their protection to the county for five miles round 
Warrington, instead of restricting their duties to the defence of the town 
only, as at first contemplated. It was judged right and fair to consult the 
wishes of the privates of the corps, and a chalked line being drawn upon 
the floor of the ball-room, the letter was read, and eveiy man willing to 
aid the Lord Lieutenant was desired to step across it. A moment's pause 
ensued, for the danger would be thereby more than doubled, but in the 
next moment, private James Ashton, of the Light Company, stepped over 
the line, and waving his hat, cried, " come along, lads, death or glory! " 
To a man the privates followed. Honour be to him he still lives amongst 
us perhaps better known amongst his fellow townsmen as "Old Death or 
Glory" than by his simple patronymic of James Ashton.

Now and then, indeed, the spirit of loyalty became exuberant. " Captain," 
said Paul Greenwood in breathless haste one day, '  I heard a man cursing 
the king just now; should I have run him through ? " " No, sir," said his 
ready-witted captain, " you should only have s(e)cwraJ him." Rather a 
dangerous pun, by the way, for the difference between securing and 
skewering a man is the mere elision of a letter, and we shall all agree 
that the difference is nil between sheltering and running him through.

The first public muster of the Loyal Warrington Volunteers took 
place on the 30th of April, J798, at the outskirts of the town, on the 

  precise spot now occupied by the district church of St. Paul. The number 
of Volunteers gradually increased lo 180, the greatest strength which the 
regiment at any time attained. . In compliance with military usage, the 
corps consisted of a Grenadier, Centre, and Light Company, and the same 
spirit of mischief which designated it the " Blueback " regiment, extended 
to its several companies, the 1st or Grenadier company being nicknamed 
the "Heavenly" company, as I suppose from its towering stature; the 
2nd, the " Maltouts," from its members firing so badly ; and the 3rd, the 
" Roast Beef" company, from the jolly fellows who composed it.

For a short time the parade-ground was removed to Cockhedge, the 
ancient Cocagium, a waste piece of land in the immediate vicinity of the 
town; but eventually and permanently, a field on the south side of the 
town, on the banks of the Mersey, known as Harts'-Head Meadow, in 
Arpley, was selected. And here, as the summer of '98 advanced and wore
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on, congregated in the early morning, the wives, children, and sweethearts 
of the volunteer heroes. Ladies, too, assembled here, the elite of Warring- 
ton and its neighbourhood, the Egertons, the Bovers, the Pattens, the 
Turners, the Herons, the Parrs, the Stantons, and the Blackburnes, 
sanctioning with their presence, and inspiriting by their smiles, the 
generous defenders of their country.

And here, too, on Friday the 14th of September, 1798, the ceremony of 
presenting colours to the regiment took place, of which we are fortunate in 
possessing the description of an eye witness, which I shall so far trespass 
as to read in full.

" Thursday, September 20th, 1798. Loyal Warrington Volunteers. This 
respectable corps was presented with an elegant pair of colours 'pro Rege 
et Patria,' on Friday last, by Mrs. Parr, the lady of the worthy banker of 
that name. The gentlemen of the corps assembled at nine in the morning, 
and proceeded from the parade to church, where an excellent sermon was 
preached by the liev. Daniel Mathias, the chaplain. The text was taken 
from Judges, cha~>. v , ver. 1, 2. ' Then sang Deborah and Barak the son 
of Abinoam on that day, saying, Praise ye the Lord for the avenging of 
Israel, when the people willingly offered themselves.' The subject is 
certainly very appropriate to the occasion, nor was there less judgment 
displayed in elucidating and applying, than in selecting it. We could have 
wished that the admirable prayer which was used at the consecration of the 
banner had been kept distinct from the sermon, as the altar seems the 
fittest place for so sacred a dedication. From the church, the corps 
marched to a larger field adjoining the parade-ground, and being drawn up 
to form three sides of a square, the banners were presented by Mrs. Parr.

" She took the silken prize, and with a smile, 
(The loyal troop attentive all the while,) 
Thus spoke. ' Accept this gift, ye social band, 
Nor less esteem it from a female hand; 
Beneath its blaze onr sacred rights maintain, 
Nor let dishonour tinge it with a stnin; 
Eemember still they light in virtue's cause, 
Who guard their king, their liberty, and laws/ 
This said a plaudit roam'd the air at large, 
For there was inspiration with the charge."

" The colours were received from the lady by Captain-commandant 
Dakin, who in very handsome terms thanked the fair donor for the high 
honour she had that day conferred on him and his brave associates, and 
assured her that the standards would be valued as a sacred depository, 
around which loyalty and patriotism would ever be found, and that whatever 
might happen in our contest with a ruthless foe, 'they would never be 
deserted.' The corps then went through the different evolutions with great 
skill and wonderful exactness, very much to the satisfaction of a numerous 
concourse of spectators. The whole concluded with a grand royal salute.
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" When we consider the very short time this loyal body of men has taken 
up arms, we think it but bare justice to observe that Lieutenant Douglas, 
of the 58th, who has the training of them, is entitled to very high praise.

" The ground was kept by Sir William Gerrard's Volunteer Cavalry 
a very fine body of men, who maintained very good order by means of the 
old military civility, much better than if they had adopted the too common 
behaviour of young soldiers. From the field the corps proceeded to the 
Assembly Rooms, where an excellent dinner was provided, every heart 
beating high, and impelled by one general sentiment of loyalty. The day 
was concluded with that exhilarating festivity, which as it brings us nearer 
to each other, is not only allowable but laudable. We were particularly 
struck with the effect arising from an excellent band of music, striking up, 
' Croppies lie down,' so soon as ' the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, and 
success to his measures ' was given from the chair. ' Major Earle and the 
Liverpool Volunteers' (the former of whom honoured the corps with his 
presenc -.) -were drunk with three times three, and thunders of applause. 
May the same unanimity, zeal, and loyalty, which characterized this day  
a day on which the heavens seemed to smile, prevail throughout the 
kingdom, and then we may rather court than dread an invasion from the 
enemy."

I have been thus diffuse in describing the presentation of colours to the 
Warrington Volunteers, as they will else be undeservedly forgotten. 
When the regiment was disbanded in the year 1801, on the delusive 
Peace of Amiens, the colours were placed over the altar in the parish 
church, and here they waved or rather swung for a quarter of a century, 
when a nevv generation had arisen, which laughed at the fear of invasion, 
for Waterloo had settled that. The old " Blueback " banners disappeared, 
for they were considered inappropriate to the place ; but two years ago a 
tattered piece was brought to me, and I deem it worth preserving, as 
what our facetious friend " Punch " would term, " a fragment of a rather 
glorious old rag."

A soldier's life is proverbially one of sunshine and sorrow, and so it was 
with our Volunteer heroes. On the 10th of October, 1798, died James 
Leigh, Esquire, captain of the Light Company, a gentleman deservedly 
respected in private life, and valuable to the newly-raised corps as a zealous 
and efficient officer. The melancholy duty devolved upon the regiment of 
following his remains to the family vault at Lymm, in Cheshire, and there, 
after depositing his mortal remains, of firing three vollies over the grave of 
their departed comrade.

Again a change, for on the 26th of the following November, the whole 
regiment of Warrington Volunteers marched to Garswood, the seat of Sir
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 William 'Gerrard, near Ashton in Mackerfield, for the purpose of recipro 
cating, on the occasion of his corps of Volunteer Cavalry receiving their 
colours, the kind office which they had performed so. well at Warrington 
on the memorable 14th of September previous. But far different was the 
aspect of the heavens. A day of incessant rain rendered the trampled 
ground a perfect quagmire; and if the outward man was wetted, so also 
was the inner man, for the strong ale and punch of Garswood were poured 
out as freely and gratuitously as the rain that day. Notwithstanding the 
admonitions of Captain Pemberton, who from his customary sobriety was 
known amongst the men as Captain Drinkwater, there was at the close of 
the field day a lamentable return of the disabled and missing. Very 
few of the privates, and report says of the officers, too, could return 
a-foot, and in marching order to Warrington that night. My informant, 
who was one of these few, says with singular naivete, " on reaching Wan-ing- 
ton we marched straight to Captain Dakin's, to see if the colours had come 
home." As if, forsooth, they could walk home of themselves.

Early in the following year, the regiment was reviewed by General 
Oliver Nicolls, the inspecting field-officer of the district. The day was 
fine, and everything else propitious ; and although the General at the close 
of the evolutions complimented the corps on their steadiness under arms, 
and their general soldierly bearing, yet it was rumoured afterwards that the 
sentries at the entrance of the ground, who had unfortunately been selected 
from the " Maltouts " company, caused the veteran's cheek to pale, by 
presenting the muzzles of their clumsy firelocks at his person, on the order 
to salute him by presenting arms.

Perhaps the most formidable service in which the Warrington Volunteers 
were called upon to engage, was the suppression of a riot in the town in 
the year 1799, occasioned by a party of Irish rebels, who had saved them 
selves from being shot as traitors by enlisting in His Majesty's service,  
overpowering" the escort who had them in charge, and actually breaking the 
sword of the commanding-officer over his head. This serious fracas took 
place at the lower end of Bridge Street, and was afterwards known as the 
"Battle of the Bridge." At this time even black murder itself could be 
atoned for by enlisting in one of the " condemned regiments;" and we 
might hence expect a certain feeling of anxiety on the part of the relatives 
of the Volunteers, but certainly not to the extent shown by the wife of
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Joshua Fletcher, of the Grenadier company, who as she handed him his 
cumbrous hat, and gave him a parting kiss, said ; " now Joshua, as soon as 
ever they begin to be rough, do thee run home again as fast as thee can."

But smile not to yourselves, gentlemen of Liverpool, nor deem the 
Volunteers of Warringtou less valorous than your ovm ancestors, for thus 
and thus runs a tale amongst us. Fifty years before the time of which I 
have been hitherto treating, namely, in the famous '45, Charles Edward, 
the Pretender, was on his route from Scotland, and had reached Preston, 
with the intention of crossing the Mersey at Warrington Bridge. To 
arrest, or at least to divert his progress, the Earl of Cholmondeley, com 
mander of the district, ordered the demolition or dismantling of the bridge, 
and either from scarcity of workmen, or his suspicion of the many Jacobites 
at Warrington, commissioned a party of the Liverpool Blues to effect it for 
us. Early in a morning, therefore, towards the end of November, the 
trusty Blues set out from Liverpool, and I presume took the route of 
Childwall; for the darkest shades of night found them weary and 
straggling on Penketh Common, two miles short of Warrington. Suddenly 
the ears of the tired soldiers were pierced with horrid shrieks and most 
dismal screams, issuing from the very depths of the darkness. The 
command to halt and form close column was obeyed as if by magic. 
Grenadiers were ordered to the front, and scouts sent in advance with 
instructions to be cautious, and return quickly. In their absence, the 
suspense increased to agony, for the shrieks redoubled in violence, and 
could only proceed from some quiet village, surprised and pillaged by the 
expected rebels. Each man looked suspiciously at his neighbour, perhaps 
expecting to see him converted into a raw-boned Highlander, with his dirk 
pointed at Ms throat. But speedily the scouts returned, and then how 
great the change. They reported that these hideous screams proceeded 
from a flock of harmless geese, which had been disturbed from their quiet 
sleep on the Common, and were already dispersing in all directions. No 
sooner said than chase was given to the retreating enemy. Grenadiers 
and Light-company were mingled together in the scramble, and each man, 
 fixing his bayonet, secured* his goose, and roasted it for supper that night 
in a house still standing at the foot of Warrington Bridge.

Here I bring to a close my account of the " Old Blueback "; but not 

* Skewered ? Printer's Devil. '
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without a feeling of doubt that his exploits were so devoid of blood-shed that 
they called for no such deluge of ink-shed. Be this as it may, let us at 
least never forget, and let us teach our children to remember, that if we 
were spared the horrors of war and conquest on our own soil, we owe this 
immunity, under Providence, to the loyalty and patriotism of their 
grandfathers, the British Volunteers. Even the great Napoleon himself 
declared that in 1798, and again in 1803, the British Volunteers alone 
prevented his conquest of this happy country. We ourselves, if not less 
valiant than our ancestors, are at least " Dii minorum dierum," heroes of 
punier times; for on our late fear of French invasion, Liverpool produced 
no second John JBolton to raise and maintain his regiment of Volunteer 
Cavalry, nor with all her increase of wealth did she pour seventeen thousand 
pounds into the national treasury. Eemembering these things, then, let 
us be " a little blind" to the faults or failings of the old Volunteers. 
Teetotalism and Vegetarianism are now so rife amongst us, that some will 
turn with distaste from the bare mention of the Garswood ale and the roast 
goose of Penketh. But refined and polished as we deem ourselves, when 
compared with our ancestors of fifty years ago, of one thing I feel certain, 
namely, that we may derive a useful lesson from the Volunteers of '98 in 
the practice of three sterling virtues virtues, too, which we are prone to 
consider peculiarly British Loyally, Patriotism, and Good-Fellowsldp.

II. A SYNOPTICAL VIEW OF THE BRITISH AuTHOBiriEs EABLIEST
AND MEDIAEVAL  ON BRITISH HlSTOBY.

By William Bell, Phil. Dr.

In the general complaint of the want of learning or research, in the so- 
called dark ages, I am not inclined to concur. Though the Mythologies of the 
classic writers of those times must have been looked upon by the cloistered 
student as the chronicles of demons; their poems and glorifications of 
Venus, Jupiter, and Apollo, as the praises of the evil one ; and the philoso 
phical investigations of Cicero, Plutarch, or Seneca as foolishness and fiction; 
yet it is to the care and transcription of these students that we owe the pre 
servation and perpetuity of most of the great works of those master minds 
of former ages. It is more especially that I, as a Briton, feel grateful,
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(and all Britons with me ought to feel grateful) to the cowled scribes and 
writers of those times, for the preservation of the Annals of our Country and 
of the glorious and noble actions of our forefathers; in the truthful and com 
prehensive records which they have left us. There is a succession of annalists 
from the earliest periods, beyond what any other country can produce; full, 
precise, and connected. It is therefore the more to be regretted, that their 
collective publication in the " Monumenta Historica Brittannica " should 
have been stopped almost at its outset and at the close of the first volume, 
from the enormous cost of its production. If report speak truly, ten thou 
sand pounds were expended upon it; a sum which, must have necessarily 
appalled the most liberal friend of science and literature in the Senate, at 
the prospective enormity in expense which the entirety of such a work 
offered, when only a small portion was so costly.

A work which I can scarlely call a rival, (for rivalry can seldom be 
admitted in science,) the " Monumenta Historica Germanica " has been now 
some years in progress on the Continent, under the direction of Hofrath 
Dr. Pertz, Head of the Royal Library at Berlin, and no material sublevation 
from any government, it has already progressed to its ninth folio Volume, 
with every material illustration and great typographical beauty. For the 
succeeding one, Dr. Pertz has lately been on a visit of research to our 
Libraries. I cannot say to what number of volumes the work may extend; 
but to judge from the completeness of the progress hitherto, the twentieth 
will hardly include the whole series of writers originally contemplated.

To give some succinct and general view of what such a British collection 
should embrace, will be the object of the following pages. I can only 
express my regret that my leisure and other necessary occupations would 
not allow a more elaborate biographical or critical comment upon each 
writer.

There have appeared, at various periods, partial collections of our early 
Historians. The oldest are by that friend to our national literature, Arch 
bishop Parker, under the title "Rerum Britannicarum Scriptores Vetustiories 
et Precipui," Lugd. Bat. 1587. fol.; the same prelate having preceded it in 
1570, by Matthew of Westminster; in 1571, by the Annals of Eoger of 
Wendover, under its then title of the continuator, Matthew of Paris ; and 
also in 1574, by Walsingham, and Asser's Life of Alfred, in Anglo-Saxon 
printed with the true types. The Archbishop was succeeded by Sir Henry
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Saville, in his Rerum Anglicarum Scriptores post Bedam Prceripui, London, 
1596, Francofurti, 1601, fol. This collection embraces the three principal 
works of William of Malmsbury, and the chronicles of Henry of Huntingdon, 
of Roger of Hovedon, of (Ethebveard and Abbot Ingulphus. It is a valuable 
work, but if edited with greater care, the verbatim repetition of Huntingdon, 
printed in Hovedon might have given room for more valuable matter. Our 
renowned Camden was fully alive to the importance of the labours of his 
predecessors in British History, and edited "Anglica Normannica Hibernica 
Cambrica a veteribus Scripta. Francofurti, 1003, folio. It contains Asser's 
Life of Alfred, not very correctly edited, William of Jumieges in Normandy, 
Walsingham's Chronicle with the Hypodigtna Neustrise which is unneces 
sary as contained in the foregoing; it also embraces the Itinerary of 
Giraldus Cambrensis. It is however a curious proof of the little estimation 
of the founder of our Archseolgy, or of these authors, that the first edition of 
this volume should have proceeded from the press of a printer at Frankfort 
on the Maine.

It was, too, only after an interval of fifty years from this period, that the 
SAXON CHEONICLE, after Bede, the most important monument of our 
national history, and the source whence most of the preceding writers 
drew their relations, could see the light.

For the early and Anglo-Saxon periods, Roger Twysden's, " Historic 
AnglicancB Scriptores decem," London, 1652, folio, is of less value. Simeon 
of Durham helps us often to supply the deficiencies of Florence of 
Worcester, and gives occasionally independent facts ; but its most valuable 
contents are the genealogies of the British Kings by the Abbot of Rievaulx, 
and his Life of Edward the Confessor. The single volume published by 
Dr. Fell, at Oxford, " Eerum Anglicarum Scriptorum Veterum, Tomus 
primus," Oxon, 1684, is of greater value : it usually, but erroneously, goes 
under the name of Dr. Gale, who published a similar work. Dr. Fell's is 
valuable for a more correct text of Ingulphus, as well as for the history 
of Peter of Blois, and the Melrose Chronicle.

Dr. Gale's work is more comprehensive, under the title of " Historice 
BritannicfB Saxonica j&nglo-Danicce Scriptores quindecem; opera Thomas 
Gale, D.D.," Oxon. 1691, folio. This volume containing the older historians, 
.Gildas, Nennius, Eddius, &c., is called the first; but the second volume, 
 with the later writers, appeared in 1687.
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If we except the " ANQLIA SACRA," solely devoted to ecclesiastical 
writers and matters, we have no subsequent collections of any moment. 
Hearne's publications appeared singly, and often want a careful or a critical 
study. A complete collection of his works is very rare.

Had we any certainty or confidence in the Welsh Traditions, or the 
Bardic Songs of Aneurin, Taliessin, Llywarchen, or Merdhin, we could 
carry our indigenous historical proofs up to a very remote period, at 
least to the sixth century after Christ. Those curious to consult them 
may refer to the " Myvyrian Archaeology of Wales, a collection of Historical 
Documents, from Ancient MSB." 3 vol. 8vo., London, 1801-7, and Turner's 
Dissertation on the Antiquity of these Poems in his Anglo-Saxon History.

The first acknowledged British historian is GILDAS Cormac, or the wise, 
in Liber querulus de exeidio Britannia; called also Historia, though with little 
right to the title. He was born in 616 and lived long in the monastery at 
Malmesbury. His epistle was published in 547 ; his history in 560 ; he ia 
quoted by Bede, Alcuin, and Lupus ; and Geoffrey of Monmouth refers to 
another of his works which is lost, unless the Historia Britonwn usually 
ascribed to Nennius is the same work. The ' editio princeps' of this author 
is by Polydore Vergil. Lond. 1526, 8vo.

The above Historia Britonum passes also under the title Excidium 
Britannia, generally ascribed to the year 688, which cannot therefore refer 
to Nennius a disciple of Elbod Archbishop of Gwynned. A valuable MS. of 
this work gives Mark the Anchoret as its author, and the year 948 as its 
date; which may have induced Mr. Gunn in his edition of 1819, 8vo , to 
publish it as " Historia Britonum" &c. by Mark the Hermit. Henry of 
Huntingdon has copied from it largely without giving either Nennius or 
Marcus as his authority.

GEOFFEEY OF MONMOUTH (Galfridus ap Arthur) Bishop of St. Asaph, was 
born in 1152 ; but his work written in the purest latiuity of his age, and with 
all the order and method of the classical writers, gave such a tone and 
impulse to later chroniclers, that he may well occupy the next place. The 
earliest portions of all succeeding writers are but repetitions of the fables which 
he professed to have collected from a Breton chronicle, given him by Walter, 
Archdeacon of Oxford, called Brut-y-Brenhined. It is customary now to 
decry his entire work, without considering that he certainly is sometimes 
corroborated very unexpectedly. Our only authority for the particulars of
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the tyrant Allectus, who murdered Carausis, is contained in Eusebius,  
Panegyric of Constantine, c. 15-17, and it agrees mainly with Geoffrey's 
relation. His Roman proper names may all be true, but they are tacked to 
exaggerated or fictitious facts. The French Roman de Brut by Robert Wace 
seems an imitation of Geoffrey's romance, and of this an English translation 
by Layamon, a priest on Severn's Banks according to Turner, proves the 
interest which the English took in these Fables of their Trojan and Roman 
origin.

BEDE'S great work, his Historia Ecclesiastic^ is certainly the most per 
fect, and for posterity; the most important work of his century. The first 
twenty-two chapters of the first book are taken verbatim from Orosius, 
Gildas, a legend of St. Germanus, and some other sources not now ascer- 
tainable. After the introduction of Christianity into England, his authorities 
are the reports and accounts which he receives from Bishops, extracted from 
their registers, and even from the papal archives. The work commences from 
the time of the invasion of Julius Csesar, and is finished but three years before 
the death of its author, in 734. Amongst his minor Works may be men 
tioned an interesting Life of St. Cutlibert, and his History of the Monastery 
of Monk Wearmouth. His Rationale Temporum contains some chronolo 
gical facts of British History, which were copied by Paulus Diaconus in 

 his History of the Longobardi, and by other later historians.

We have already mentioned the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. Commencing 
as usual, much beyond the limits of English History ; it was continued by 
various writers to 1154. Its importance, not only for our own, but also for 
European annals, has made it and its authors the subject of great investi 
gation, into which our limits will not permit us to enter. To a German 
student, the reading of the original text is not difficult; but we have a 
good translation by Ingram, and another equally excellent, printed only for 
private circulation, by Miss Gurney.

ASSEB, the historian of his patron Alfred, may next be mentioned. He 
treats only of the period from 849 to 887, but his book also contains many 
particulars of the civil government and manners of the period.

Under the Danish rule, our native historians seem to have been silent; 
whether influenced by shame or fear we cannot now determine. Patriotism, 
though it may have kept them mute on the degradation of their country, 
gave also free and uncontradicted scope to the exaggerations of the enemy.
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After the Conquest, the contemporary histories, annals, and biographies, 
become more copious and full of details; but their number precludes any 
notice except of the most interesting.

First in order must be mentioned INGDLPHCS, an Englishman, born about 
1031, and at the age of twenty-one, private Secretary to William the Con 
queror, by whom he was subsequently promoted to the famous Monastery 
of Croyland. Of that he wrote a very interesting Latin History, published 
in Saville's collection. Contemporary particulars of the same prince were 
written by WILLIAM OF POICTOU, his soldier priest and chaplain.

FLORENCE OF WORCESTER, with the surname Baronius, as the judicious 
compiler of a general history, from the creation to 1118, after Christ, may 
be in part considered as a translator of the Saxon Chronicle. He also 
introduces the universal Chronicle of Marianus Scotus, an Irishman, who 
died in the famous Benedictine Monastery of Fulda, 1083, and others. He 
seems to have used some superior MSS., and his translation of the Anglo- 
Saxon is more truthful than that of any of his contemporaries.

We may here note SIMEON-OF DURHAM, Precentor of the Cathedral; 
because he has principally taken Florence as the basis of his chronicle, 
which is continued to the year 1129, with some new Northumbrian and 
Scotch facts. These are more frequently interspersed in his Chronicon de 
Gestis Regum Anglorum. Some suppose that Simeon was only the copyist, 
and Turgot, prior of Durham, the real author.

EADMER, a Benedictine monk of Canterbury, who refused in 1121 the 
See of St. Andrews, in Scotland, because his consecration by the Archbishop 
of Canterbury was opposed, wrote .in six books the Acts from William the 
Conqueror to Henry I. These were edited by Selden.

WILLIAM OF MALMSBURY, monk and librarian in that famous abbey, 
wrote what we now more properly call a History in opposition to the anna 
list form of the previous chroniclers, under the title of De Gestis Begum 
Anglorum Libri quinque to 1126, which Usher terms the best of our early 
historians ; and which, with his latest work, Historia novella to ] 143, was 
published in 2 vols. 8vo., by Thomas Duffus Hardy, for the Historic Society 
of London, in 1840. He was in great repute, not only at home, but abroad; 
and many foreign authors have copied largely from him, amongst whom 
may be mentioned Albrick de Troisfontaines and Vincentius de Beauvais. 
He also wrote De Gestis Pontificorum Libri quinque.
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AILUED, Abbot of tlie beautifully-situated Abbey of Rievaulx, in York 
shire, collected the genealogies of the Anglo-Saxon Kings, and the life of 
Edward the Confessor, already mentioned ; and an account of the Scottish 
war finished by the battle of the Standard in 1138, all printed by Twysden. 
At his request, REGINALD OF DUEHAM undertook at least one of his works.

HENEY OP HUNTINGDON is almost as great a favorite amongst historians 
as Malmesbury. His history embraces the period from the landing of Julius 
Caesar, to 1135, and is continued by others to 1154. He compiled from all 
his predecessors ; but has not always understood the Anglo-Saxon text of 
tho Saxon Chronicle.

WILLIAM OF NEWBTJRY brings his history down to 1179. Walter, Arch 
deacon of Oxford, gives us some notices of Henry II. and Richard I. 
Richard of Devizes had followed Richard I. to the crusades, which he 
treats of largely ; but one of the fullest registers of this lung's deeds was 
published by Geoffrey de Vinesauf, and has been republished by Dr. Gale.

GEBVASE OF CANTERBURY wrote a chronicle of events from 1122 to 1199, 
and was succeeded by Roger de Hovedon, contrary to the usual profession 
of our annalists, no monk but a lawyer; and whom Henry II. employed in 
surveying the Monasteries of the Kingdom. He continued Bede to 1202.

RALPH DE DJCETO, Monk of Thetford and Dean of St. Paul's, London, in 
1183, wrote an abstract of British History, principally ecclesiastical matters, 
which Twysden included in his collection. Walter of Coventry, though 
a compiler, has some important independent facts to about 1217, but his work 
has not yet been published. Ralph, Abbot of Coggeshall, in Essex, has in 
this latter respect shared the same fate in England, though Martene and 
Durand, in their large French collection, included his Travels to the 
Holy Land and his two other works. We are, however, happy to say 
that the Rev. E. L. Cutts of Coggeshall, well known for his " Monumental 
Crosses " is now passing an edition through the press, of all the works of 
his predecessor.

ROGEE OF WENDOVEB was the next great writer, and his work forms a 
complete History of England, from the coming of the Saxons, 445 to 1235. 
He was a monk of St. Albans and the Historiographer of its Order; and 
as he was continued by Matthew of Paris, this latter writer has generally 
gained the credit of the entire work, under the title " Flores Historiarum" 
Though Matthew of Paris, a monk of the same Abbey, was a universal
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scholar, and a man of distinguished probity, yet he can only pass for a 
historian from 1235, where his predecessor finishes, to the last year of 
Henry III. According to Pitts he was " an elegant poet, an eloquent 
orator, an acute logician, a subtle philosopher, a sound divine, a celebrated 
historian, and which crowned the whole a man justly famed for the purity, 
integrity, innocence, and simplicity of his manners." Dr. Henry adds to 
this encomium on his character no less distinguishing characteristics of hia 
skill in the fine arts as, " an exquisite sculptor in gold, silver, and other 
metals, and the best painter of the age in which he nourished. He was 
not only intimate with his own sovereign, but was courted and trusted by 
foreign princes, and went in 1248 to Norway by the King's desire, to 
restore monastic discipline in that kingdom." His work and those of 
Roger have been frequently reprinted. An English translation, so much 
wanted, is included in the Antiquarian series published by Bohn. A third 
monk of St. Albans, whose inmates sustain fully the character of learning 
and industry we have vindicated, at the outset, to their order, was William 
Rishanger, who succeeded Matthew in carrying on the History to near his 
death in 1322. His Chronicles of the Barons' Wars has been published by 
the Camdeii Society.

With ROBERT OF GLOUCESTER we begin the first of our rhyming 
chroniclers in accordance with the taste of the age, as witnessed in the 
numerous Metrical Romances of the period; and in accordance with which 
the history of Peter de Langtoft, an Augustine canon of the Priory of 
Bridlmgton, in the East Riding of Yorkshire, was turned into verse by 
Robert de Brunne. It is curious that the name and actions of the Hero of 
the Anglo-Saxon poem of Beowulf, so long hidden from our British Litera 
ture, should have been known to this Author and the place of his death 
ascertained as Ellendoune 823.

" Ellendoune Ellendoune the land is full rede 
Of the blood of Bernewulf, there he toke hia dede."

But if St. Alban's was famous as a nurse of science it is not to be 
expected that the Metropolitan Seat would not enter with it into the lists for 
the prize of fame and literary distinction. At Canterbury, the convent of 
St. Augustine was anxious to obtain pre-eminence in erudition, as its 
founder had gained superiority of holiness ; and amongst its cowled scribes, 
Thomas Sprott was not the least distinguished. He wrote the lives of the 
Abbots of his convent which would necessarily embrace nearly the eccle-
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siastical affairs of the kingdom, since the introduction of Christianity, still 
unpublished; and a connected record of Sacred and Profane History, from 
the Creation to near his death in 1274. In 1719 Hearne published what he 
supposed to be fragments of this Chronicle, from an imperfect MS., in the 
possession of Sir Edward Bering, of Sheringham Bering, in Kent, but 
which certainly are those of some other author. For, by a chance worthy 
of the munificence and patronage of science evinced by your townsman and 
associate Mr. Joseph Mayer, an entire copy of Sprott's Chronicle, beautifully 
written and spiritedly illustrated Ly vignettes and numerous portraits came 
iuto his possession. I may take the merit of suggesting to its liberal 
proprietor, the value of its publication in a form that might constitute a 
pattern to the government and the public, for the editing of our national or 
private muniments. My proposition met with a ready approval; and it is to 
the public spirit of that gentleman that an anastatic fac simile edition of the 
work in its entireity, and with (if the sacred history be added) nearly fifty 
running feet of text, of an average breadth of twelve inches, was com" 
pleted. It is not for myself to estimate the worth of the fac-simile or trans 
lation ; but I can say that my view of offering an example for future 
editions of our historical national records, has met the approbation of some 
of our best historiographers and custodians of public documents. The 
subsequent acquisition of a large collection of Egyptian Antiquities, to add 
to the already extensive museum which Mr. Mayer had collected in 
Colquitt-street, and the more recent purchase, at a price from which the 
Trustees of the British Museum shrunk back, of the Rev. Bryan Faussett's 
spoils from upwards of five hundred Kentish and Saxon tumuli, to be 
illustrated and described by the archaeological pen of Mr. Roach Smith, 
are but reiterations of the same munificence and zeal.

The early part of the fourteenth century produced numerous chroniclers 
and historians, of whom we can only enumerate a few. NICOLAS TOWET, prior 
of the Dominicans in London. JOHN BBOMPTON, abbot of Jervaulx, in York 
shire, who finishes with 1198. Besides copying from all his predecessors he 
relates much matter of interest relative to the Anglo-Saxons ; this portion, 
however, has lost some of its interest, as we find it all in the Norman- 
French Chronicle of GAIMAK in Rhyme under the title " Histoire des 
Engles, selon la Translation de Maistre Geoffrey Gaimar, from the arrival of 
Augustine to 1099. It shews a melancholy want of the vernacular Saxon 
in the Normans, a century after their arrival, that this partial Translation

"
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of the Saxon chronicle had to be made, that they might he acquainted with 
the early transactions of the country which most of them were horn in and 
inhabited. After Brompton, we come to WALTEB DE HEMINGFORD, a canon 
regular of Gisburne, north riding. RICHARD OF CIRENCESTEE, a monk of 
Westminster finished in 1340. RALPH HIGDEN, a Benedictine of Chester, of 
whose Polychronicon there are MSS. in nearly all the libraries in England. 
JOHN, vicar of TYNMOTJTH, wrote his " Historia Aurea," in three vols., and 
a noble work on the Acts and Miracles of English Saints known to us only 
in an abstract in Capgrave's " Nova Legenda Anglice. Another MATTHEW, 
surnamed or WESTMINSTER, wrote also a work called like his namesake's, 
" The Flowers of History " to 1307, which has been praised as written with 
diligence, and a scrupulous regard to truth.

Of the more advanced writers of the fourteenth century we have STEPHEN 
EDEN, a canon regular in Wartre, in Yorkshire, who gives fullest particu 
lars of the unfortunate Edward II.; and JOHN DE TROKELOWE, gives us the 
annals of the same reign, from 1307 to 1323. WALTER DE HEMINGFOBD gives 
us the transactions of the first three Edwards, published by Hearne. SIK 
THOMAS DE LA MERE, in the service of Edward II., also wrote Memoirs of 
the Life and Death of his ill-starred master, published in Camden's 
Collections. ROBERT DE AVESBUBT in the title of his works, as " The 
History of the Wonderful Acts of Edward III. has selected the most 
splendid portion of our ancient annals, though he finishes about 1351, nearly 
the date of the battle of Poictiers. An anonymous Monk of Evesham gives us 
many particulars of the life and reign of Richard II. We may claim the 
labours of SIR JOHN FBOISSART, whose histories reach into the fifteenth 
century, though not a native Englishman, for this period ; and for its latter 
half, the learning of JOHN OF WHETHAMPSTEDE, the learned Abbot of St. 
Albans, THOMAS OF WALSINQHAME in Norfolk, THOMAS OF OTTEBBUHNE, 
and JOHN HARDING, a northern annalist, brought up in the family of Sir 
Henry Percy, Shakspeare's renowned Hotspur. This latter author was horn 
in 1378 ; as a warrior, he bore arms against the Scots, amongst whom he is 
said to have gone in disguise to collect chartulary evidence of the fealty 
due by their King to the English Suzerain. He composed annals to the 
reign of Edward IV. in verse, of which the best edition was given by 
Sir Henry Ellis.

We have in the above list, with few exceptions, given only those authors 
whose histories and chronicles embrace the general transactions of the king-
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dom. It would have been much enlarged, had we included the names and 
productions of those writers who confined themselves exclusively to the 
transactions of their monasteries or their order; and it will not he in the 
scope of the present paper to pass in review those historians who after the 
introduction of printing or the Reformation of the Church, could multiply 
their works indefinitely, or carry their views and relations heyond the 
transactions of their own country. With Hollinshead, Sir Thomas More, 
Speed, Stow, and a host of others, down to Lingard, Macauley, and Alison, 
you are all acquainted; and but few, and those of little consequence, remain 
to fill the gap from Harding to where this later series commences. A mere 
recital of their names will suffice.

NICHOLAS MONTACDTE, some time Master of Eton College, ROGER ALLEN 
of the White Friars, London, a royal genealogist; and JOHN Rons, commonly 
called the Antiquary of Warwick, who made large foreign collections and 
wrote a regal history of England, published by Hearne. JOHN BLACKBURN, a 
Monk of the Charter House, wrote the Life and Actions of the canonised 
Henry VI. and some annals of the same reign were written by THOMAS OF 
WALSINGHAM, and by a Monk of Windsor.

Having thus brought this hasty sketch, undertaken at very short notice, 
to a conclusion, I have only to repeat my regret that want of leisure and 
imperious occupations did not permit a more enlarged view to be taken, and 
a more careful criticism of the different writers to be made. A Catalogue 
Raisonee of our Historians is a great desideratum in our literature; and it 
 would give me great pleasure if the present meagre outline should inspire 
some of the learned and literary members of the Historic Society of 
Lancashire and Cheshire, with the determination to undertake it.


